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Unit-I –Synchronous Generator 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The most commonly used machine for generation of electrical power for commercial 

purpose is the synchronous generator.  Such a synchronous generator is also referred 

to as alternator since it generates alternating voltage.   

CONSTRUCTION OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 

 Synchronous generator according to their construction, are divided into the following two 

classifications: 

1. Rotating armature type:It has stationary field poles and rotating armature. 

2. Rotating field type:  It has stationary armature or stator and rotating field poles. 

Most synchronous generator or alternators have rotating field and stationary armature.   

The advantages of the rotating field type alternators are: 

(i) A stationary armature is more easily insulted for the high voltage for which the 

alternator is designed. 

(ii) The armature windings can be braced better mechanically against high 

electromagnetic forces due to large short-circuit currents when the armature windings 

are in the stator. 

(iii) The armature windings, being stationary, are not subjected to vibration and 

centrifugal forces. 

(iv) The output current can be taken directly from fixed terminals on the stationary 

armature without using slip rings, brushes. 

(v) The rotating field is supplied with direct current.  Only two slip rings are required to 

provide direct current for the rotating field, while at least three slip rings would be 

required for a rotating armature. 

(vi) Rotating field is comparatively light and can be constructed for high speed rotation. 

(vii) The stationary armature may be cooled more easily because the armature can be 

made large to provide a number of cooling ducts. 
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 The basic construction of a synchronous generator and a synchronous motor is the same.  

Similar to other rotating machines, an alternator consists of two main parts namely, the stator and the 

rotor. 

 The stator is the stationary part of the machine.  It carries the armature winding in 

which the voltage is generated.  The output of the machine is taken from the stator. 

 The rotor is the rotating part of the machine.  The rotor produces the main field flux. 

Construction of Stator 

The stator consists of an armature made of laminations of silicon steel having slots on its 

inner periphery to accommodate armature windings.  Fig. 1 shows a cross sectional view of the stator 

of a three phase two pole synchronous machine. 

Double layer armature windings of three phase a, b and c are placed in the slots. The windng 

is star connected.  The winding of each phase is distributed over several slots. Since an alternating 

flux is produced in the stator due to the flow of alternating current in the armature winding, the stator 

is made of high permeability laminated steel stampings in order to reduce hysteresis and eddy current 

losses.  The whole structure is held in a frame made of cast steel or welded-steel plates.   

 

Fig.1 

Slots provided on the stator core are mainly of two types:  open slots and semi-closed slots.  

Open slots are commonly used for commercial generators. However, non-uniform air gaps due to 

open slots may produce ripples in the emf waveform.  The use of semi-closed type slots can minimize 

ripples by distributing the flux as uniformly as possible.  For slot insulation, leatheroid, mica folium, 

or manila paper of proper thickness is used. 
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Construction of Rotor 

 

Two types of rotors are used in alternators. (i) Salient pole type  (ii) Smooth cylindrical type 

 

(i) Salient (or projecting ) Pole Type 

 The term salient means projecting.  Thus a salient pole rotor consists of poles projecting out 

from the surface of the rotor core as shown in fig. 2.  Salient pole rotors are normally used for rotors 

with four or more poles.   

 

Fig.2 

 

Fig. 3 

 Since the rotor is subjected to changing magnetic fields, it is made of steel laminations to 

reduce eddy current losses.  Poles of identical dimensions are assembled by stacking laminations to 

the required length and then riveted together.  After placing the field coil around each pole body, 

these poles are fitted by a dove-tail joint to a steel spider keyed to the shaft.  Salient pole rotors have 

concentrated winding on the poles.  Damper bars are usually inserted in the pole faces to damp out the 

rotor oscillations during sudden change in load condition as shown in fig. 3.  The pole face is so 

shaped that the radial air gap length increases from the pole centre to pole tips.  This makes the flux 

distribution over the armature uniform to generate sinusoidal waveform of emf. 

 

 The salient pole field structure has the following special features: 

 

(i) They have large diameter and short axial length. 

(ii) Poles are laminated to reduce eddy current losses. 

(iii) These are employed with hydraulic turbines or diesel engines.  The speed is 100 to 

375 rpm. 

 

(ii) Smooth Cylindrical Type 

A cylindrical rotor machine is also called a non-salient pole rotor machine.  It has its rotor so 

constructed that it forms a smooth cylinder as shown in fig.4.  This type of rotor is used for alternators 
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which are coupled to steam turbines which run at very high speeds.   The number of poles of the rotor 

are two or four. 

 

Fig.4 

 These rotors are made from solid forgings of alloy steel.  The outer periphery of rotor has 

slots in which the field winding is placed.  About 2/3
rd

 of rotor pole pitch is slotted, leaving the 

1/3
rd

unslotted for the pole centre.  Heavy wedges of non-magnetic steel are forced into the grooves in 

the teeth outside the field coils to keep the field coils in position.  Since these rotors have large 

lengths of core forced ventilation is necessary for proper cooling. 

 The non-salient field structure has the following special features: 

(i) They are of small diameter and of very long axial length. 

(ii) Robust construction. 

(iii) High operating speed (3000 rpm) 

(iv) Noiseless operation. 

(v) Dynamic balancing is better. 

(vi) No need to provide damper windings, except in special cases to assist synchronizing. 

(vii) Better emf waveform. 

Difference between salient and cylindrical type of rotor 

 

Salient Pole Smooth Cylindrical 

Poles are Projected Poles are not projected 

Air gap is non uniform Air gap is uniform 

Diameter is high and axial length is small Diameter is small and axial length is large 

Mechanically weak Mechanically strong 

Suitable for Low speed alternators  Suitable for High speed alternators 

Separate damper winding is provided Separate damper winding is not provided 
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STANDARD DEFINITION AND TERMS USED IN AC WINDINGS 
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SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE 

 

 The leakage reactance LX and the armature reactance aX may be combined to give 

synchronous reactance SX . 

 

 Hence S L aX X X   

 

 The ohmic value of aX varies with the power factor of the load because armature reaction 

depends on load power factor.  
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ARMATURE REACTION 

 

 

Power 

factor  
Relation between 

armature flux and field 

flux  

Effect  Voltage level  

Unity  Both fluxes cuts each 

other  
Cross magnetising  Terminal voltage decreases  

Lagging  Both fluxes acts opposite 

to each other  
Demagnetising  Terminal voltage decreases 

more  than the  unity factor  

Leading  Both fluxes acts in the 

same direction  
Magnetising  Terminal voltage increases  
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VOLTAGE REGULATION OF ALTERNATOR 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Methods of Determining the Regulation 

 
1. Electro Motive Force (EMF) or Synchronous impedance method  

2. Magneto Motive Force (MMF) or Ampere-turns method 

3. Zero power factor (ZPF) or Potier method 

4. American Standard Association (ASA) method 
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EMF or SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE METHOD 

 
This method requires following data to calculate the regulation. 

 

1. Effective Resistance of Armature (Re) 

2. Synchronous impedance (ZS) 

3. Open Circuit Test & Short Circuit Test 

 

Open Circuit Test and Short Circuit Test: 

Procedure: 

The Terminals of the alternator is kept open. 

The Field Excitation is varied upto the rated voltage . 

The corresponding values are obtained. 

 

Short Circuit Test: 

The output terminals are short circuited. 

The field current is varied upto the rated current. 
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The synchronous impedance Zs=E0/Isc =(AC(in volts)/AB(in amperes)) 

Xs 
2
= Zs

2
– Ra

2
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This method is also called as pesimistic method because the regulation value obtain is 

always greater than actual value. 
 

MMF or AMPERE-TURN METHOD 

This method is converse method of emf method. This methos also requires open circuit test and short 

circuit test. 

i-field ampere turns require to produce rated voltage. 

ii.field ampere turns require to overcome demagnetizing effect of armature reaction. 

 

  

 
From the OC and SC tests the open circuit and short circuit characteristics are drawn, as 

shown in fig.  From the above characteristics field current If1 is determined to give rated voltage V on 

no load.  Neglecting armature resistance drop and field current If2 is determined to cause short-circuit 

current, equal to full load current on short circuit. 

 
 

 

  
Procedure to find Eo for different power factor 

 

            a) Unity Power factor 

 

 When the alternator supplies full load current at unity p.f then the armature reaction is cross 

magnetizing, therefore the two currents are assumed to be perpendicular to each other.  The net field 

current Ifo is vector sum of If1 and If2. 
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From the phasor diagram the various magnitudes are 

OA=If1      AB=If2     OB=Ifo 

 

From the phasor diagram 

    2 2

0 1 2f f fI I I   

  

 Now find open circuit EMF Eo, using Ifo from open circuit characteristics.  

 

 b) Lagging power factor 

 

 In case when alternator is supplying full load current at lagging power factor, the total current 

0fI is shown in fig. 

 
 

From the phasor diagram the various magnitudes are 

f1 f2 f2 f2 f0OA=I    AB=I      AC=I      BC=I    OC=ISin Cos   

 

Consider triangle OBC which is right angle triangle  

   2 2

0 1 f2 2( I ) ( )f f fI I Sin I Cos     

Or   2 2

0 1 2 1 2( 2 [180 (90 )]f f f f fI I I I I Cos       

 
Now find open circuit EMF Eo, using Ifo from open circuit characteristics. 

 
c) Leading power factor 

 

In case when alternator is supplying full load current at leading power factor, the total current 

0fI is shown in fig. 
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From the phasor diagram the various magnitudes are 

 

f1 f2 f2 f2 f0OB=I    AB=I      CB=I     AC=I    OC=ISin Cos   

 

Consider triangle OAC which is right angle triangle  

 
2 2

0 1 f2 2( I ) ( )f f fI I Sin I Cos     

 Or  2 2

0 1 2 1 2( 2 [180 (90 )]f f f f fI I I I I Cos       

 

Now find open circuit EMF Eo, using Ifo from open circuit characteristics. 

 

 

 
 

This method is called optimistic method because the regulation obtained is always lesser 

than the actual value 
 

 

ZERO POWER FACTOR (ZPF) or POTIER METHOD 

This test requires three test: 

Open Circuit test: 

Short Circuit Test: 

Zero Power factor Test: 

 

 

Zero Power Factor test: 

 This test is done by connecting the inductive load at the terminals. The field excitation is 

varied slowly upto the rated voltage and load is also increased  the voltage will reduced again 

the excitation has to be varied upto the rated voltage. 

 The excitation current  value  must be note down at the  rated voltage and rated current. 
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The first three have already been discussed.  The circuit diagram for ZPF method is shown 

infig. to draw the zero power factor full load voltage characteristics. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
1. Plot the open circuit characteristics. 

2. Mark the field current corresponding to short circuit test as A along X axis. 

3. Mark the field current required to produce rated voltage and rated current from ZPF test 

as P. 

4. Join A and P to get a smooth curve called ZPF curve. 

5. From P draw a line PQ equal and parallel to OA 

6. Draw a tangent to OCC which is called as air line. 

7. From Q draw a line parallel to air line to meet OCC at R. 

8. Join RP.   Triangle QPR is called potier triangle. 

9. From R draw a perpendicular line to QP to meet at S. 

10.  From potier triangle SP=If2=Field current required to overcome demagnetizingeffect of 

armature reaction 

11. From potier triangle RS =ILXL=Leakage reactance drop 
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Or           
(Voltage drop per phase)

Zero powerfactor current per phase (I )
L

L

RS
X   

 In case of cylindrical rotor machines, Potier reactance is nearly equal to armature leakage 

reactance.  In case of salient pole machines, the magnetizing circuit is more saturated and the 

armature leakage reactance is smaller than the Potier reactance. 

 

 After knowing the value of  Potier reactance XL, find the regulation by using the following 

formulae.  

 

1. E = 2 2( cos ) ( sin )ph L a ph L LV I R V I X     

2. If0 = 2 2

1 2 1 22 cos(180 (90 ))f f f fI I I I      

 
 Note: (+) sign for lagging power factor & (–) sign for leading power factor  

 

If1 – Field current required to generate the phase e.m.f, E [measured from the  

                                graph] (Amps). 

 

 If2 – Field current required for balancing armature reaction (Amps) 

 

If0 – Total field current (Amps) 

 

Note: The voltage corresponding to If0 is E0 [Measured from the graph] 

 

3. Percentage Regulation  %R = 0 100
E V

V

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ASA METHOD 
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   Consider the phasor diagram according to the 

MMF method as shown in Fig.  for cosΦ lagging 

p.f. load.  The If0 is resultant excitation of If1 and 

If2 where If1 is excitation required to produce rated 

terminal voltage on open circuit while If2 is 

excitation required for balancing armature 

reaction effect. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

1. In the graph draw a line from voltage E (calculated for given p.f in step 1 of ZPF method) 

which  is parallel to X axis which cuts the airgap line and OCC at points B and B’ 

respectively. 

 

2. If3=Addition excitation required to take into account effect of partially saturated field   

                =BB’ from graph. 
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3. Adding If3 to If0  we get modified field current Ifm=If0+ If3   (Take the value If0 from step 3 of 

ZPF). 

 

4.  From modified field current Ifm, the open circuit voltage E0 can be determined from OCC . 

Now find the regulation by using  %R= 
0 100

E V

V

 
 

 
 

 

The results obtained by ASA method are reliable for both salient as well as non-salient pole machine. 

 

SYNCHRONIZING AND PARALLEL OPERATION 
 

 The operation of connecting an alternator in parallel with another alternator or with 

common bus bars is known as synchronizing. 

 

 Generally, alternators are used in a power system where they are in parallel with 

many other alternators.  It means that the alternator is connected to a live system of 

constant voltage and constant frequency. 

 

 Often the electrical system, to which the alternator is connected, has already so many 

alternators and loads connected to it that no matter what power is delivered by the 

incoming alternator, the voltage and frequency of the system remain the same.  In 

that case, the alternator is said to be connected to infinite bus bars. 

 

 

Conditions to be satisfied: 

The Terminal voltage should be same. 

The speed and the frequency should be same. 

The phase sequence should be same. 

 

 

 

SYNCHRONIZING OF ALTERNATORS 

 

 SYNCHRONISING OF   THREE PHASE ALTERNATORS  

 

 In case of single phase alternators, synchronization is done generally by lamp methods.  It can 

be done by two ways: 

a) Dark lamp method 

b) Bright lamp method 

 

a) Dark lamp method 

 

SYNCHRONIZING OF THREE PHASE ALTERNATORS 

 

a) Three dark lamp method 
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The Voltage of the incoming machine must be equal to bus bar or to the machine which is running as 

parallel. If the voltages are equal the resultant voltage across the voltmeter will be zero at the same 

time the lamps will become dark. The phase sequence can be checked when three lamps will become 

dark and bright in a sequence.  If  they  are in a sequence they are out of phase then the machine has 

to be stopped and change the terminals. If the speed is not same lamps will started to flicker then 

excitation has to be adjusted to the make the speed  to be same . Then the lamps will become dark and 

bright slower. When all the conditions are satisfied the switch is closed when the lamps become dark. 

 

 

Two Bright and One Dark lamp 

 
 

The incoming machine is faster or slower can be found by this method with respect to the 

sequence given it can be easily found. 
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Note:   With respect to above fig. light wave travelling in counter clockwise direction indicates the 

incoming machine is slow.  Light wave travelling in clockwise direction indicates the incoming 

machine is slow. 

 

 

SYNCHROSCOPE 

 
 

Clockwise direction –  Frequency of the incoming               Alternator is high. 

Anti Clockwise direction – Frequency of the incoming         Alternator is slow.  

12’o’ clock position – Frequency of the incoming alternator is exactly equal to busbar 

 

 

Advantages of synchronizing alternator: 

Repair and maintenance can be done easily. 

The output  power can be increased. 

The efficiency can be increased. 
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SYNCHRONIZING CURRENT, POWER AND TORQUE 

By Using the phasor diagram the  Synchronizing current ,Power and Torque can be derived. 

 
 

 

 Syn.Current: Isy  = Eα/Xs  

 Syn.Power  :  Psy=3αE2/Xs  

 Syn.Torque :  Tsy  = (3Psy*60)/(2*3.14*Ns)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TWO REACTION THEORY 

This theory is suitable for salinet pole alternator. The reactance effect is divided into direct axis 

reactance and quadrature axis reactance. 
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 The axis along the axis of the rotor is called the direct or the d axis. The axis 

perpendicular to d axis is known as the quadrature or q axis. The direct axis flux path 

involves two small air gaps and is the path of the minimum reluctance. The path shown 

in the above figure by ϕq has two large air gaps and is the path of the maximum 

reluctance. 

 

 
 Direct axis synchronous reactance = Xd=Xad+Xl  

 Quadrature axis synchronous reactance= Xq=Xaq+Xl  

 Voltage V=E0-IaRa-IdXd-OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

 

The steady state operating characteristics of a cylindrical rotor alternator can be 

obtained from its equivalent circuit shown in fig. 

 

 
  

1. External load characteristics 

 

The external load characteristics or the alternator volt-ampere characteristics,  

represent the variation of armature terminal voltage Vt with the armature current Ia, for a 

constant field current.  

 

 The variation of Vt with Ia for constant Ef, is illustrated in Fig. for different power 

factor loads. 
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2.Alternator compounding characteristics 
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CAPABILITY CURVES 

The capability curves are used to find the capacity of the alternator. The any point on the 

curve gives power rating of the machine. This will give the real power and reactive power. 

The upper half gives more leading and lower half more lagging .the lagging will increase the 

current this will affect the winding and losses will increase.   

The x axis is the real power. 

The y axis is reactive power. 

The center of the circle(0,0) with the radius of 3VtIa the circle has been drawn. 
 

 

 
 

 

The heating curve is drawn to determine upto which the loading can be done. 

The centre of the circle is (0,3Vt/Xs), with the radius of  3VtEf/Xs 
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TWO MARKS : QUESTION AND ANSWER 

 

1. Write down the equation for frequency of emf induced in an alternator. 

 

120

PN
f  Hz 

Where   P-Number of poles  N-Speed in rpm 

 

2. How are alternators classified? 

 

According to type of field system 

(i) Stationary field type 

(ii) Rotating field type 

According to shape of field system 

(i) Salient pole type 

(ii) Smooth cylindrical type 

 

3. Name the types of alternator bases on their rotor construction. 

 

(i) Smooth cylindrical type alternator 

(ii) Salient pole type alternator 

 

4. What are the advantages of salient pole type construction used for synchronous machines? 

 

(i) They allow better ventilation 

(ii) The pole faces are so shaped that the radial air gap length increases from the pole 

centre to the pole tips so that the flux distribution in the airgap is sinusoidal in shape 

which will help the machine to generate sinusoidal emf. 

(iii) Due to the variable reluctance the machine develops additional reluctance power 

which is independent of excitation. 

 

5. Why is the stator core of alternator laminated? 

 

The stator core of alternator is laminated to reduce eddy current loss. 

 

6. What are the causes of changes in voltage in alternators when loaded? 

 

Voltage variation due to the 

(i) resistance of the winding, R 

(ii) leakage reactance of the winding, XL 

(iii) Synchronous reactance of the winding, Xs 

(iv) Armature reaction effect 

 

7. What is meant by armature reaction in alternators? 

 

The interaction between flux set up by the current carrying armature conductors and the main 

flux is defined as the armature reaction. 

 

 

8. What do you mean by synchronous reactance? 
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Synchronous reactance XS=XL +Xa 

 

The value of leakage reactance XLis constant for a machine based on its construction.  Xa 

depends on saturating condition of the machine.   

 

9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of estimating the voltage regulation of an 

alternator by EMF method? 

 

Advantages:  

(i) Simple tests (for obtaining OCC and SCC) are to be conducted. 

(ii) Calculation procedure is much simpler. 

 

Disadvantages: 

(i) The value of voltage regulation obtained by this method is always higher 

than that the actual value. 

 

10. Why is the synchronous impedance method of estimating voltage regulation considered as 

pessimistic method? 

 

Compared to other methods, the value of voltage regulation obtained by the synchronous 

impedance method is always higher than the actual value and therefore this method is called 

the pessimistic method. 

 

11. In what way does the ampere-turn method differ from synchronous impedance method? 

 

The ampere-turn/MMF method is the converse of the EMF method in the sense that instead 

of having the phasor addition of various voltage drops/EMFs, here the phasor addition of 

MMF required for the voltage drops are carried out.  Further the effect of saturation is also 

taken care of. 

 

12. Why is the MMF method of estimating the voltage regulation considered as the optimistic 

method? 

 

Compared to the EMF method, MMF method, involves more number of complex calculation 

steps.  Further the OCC is referred twice and SCC is referred once while predetermining the 

voltage regulation for each load condition.  Reference of OCC takes care of saturation effect.  

As this method requires more effort, the final result is very close to the actual value. Hence 

this method is called optimistic method. 

 

13. State the condition to be satisfied before connecting two alternators in parallel. 

 

(i) The terminal voltage of the incoming alternator must be made equal to the existing 

alternator or bus bar voltage. 

(ii) The phase sequence of the incoming alternator voltage must be similar to the bus bar 

voltage. 

(iii) The frequency of the incoming alternator voltage must be the same as the bus-bar 

voltage. 
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14. What are the advantages and disadvantages of three dark lamps method of synchronizing? 

 

Advantages: 

(i) The synchronous lamps are inexpensive. 

(ii) Checking for correctness of the phase sequence can be obtained in a simple manner 

which is essential especially when the alternator is connected for the first time or for 

fresh operation after disconnection. 

 

Disadvantages: 

(i) The rate of flickering of the lamps only indicates the frequency difference between 

the bus bar and the incoming alternator.  The frequency of the incoming alternator in 

relation to the bus bar frequency is not available. 

 

15. How does change in excitation affects the load sharing? 

 

The decrease in excitation in one generator causes the reactive power shared by it to decrease 

and corresponding increase in reactive power shared by other generators.  The change in 

active power sharing is less appreciable.  There will be a slight decrease in terminal 

magnitude also. 

 

 

16. What is meant by infinite bus bars? 

 

The source or supply lines with non-variable voltage and frequency are called infinite bus 

bars. 

 

17. How does increase in excitation of the alternator connected to infinite bus bars affect this 

operation? 

 

Increase in excitation level of the synchronous generator will effectively increase the reactive 

component of the current supplied by the generator and hence the active power delivered. 

 

18. Define voltage regulation of alternator. 
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19. Name the various methods of predetermining voltage regulation of alternator. 

 

(i) EMF or Synchronous impedance method 

(ii) MMF or Ampere-turns method 

(iii) ZPF or Potier method 

(iv) ASA method 

 

20. What is meant by compounding curve of synchronous generator? 

 

These characteristics show the variation o field current required to maintain rated terminal 

voltage, as its load at a specified power factor is increased.   In practice the alternator terminal 

voltage is held constant by controlling its field current manually or by automatic voltage 

regulators. 

 

21. Define pitch factor and distribution factor. 

 

Pitch factor: 

It is defined as the ratio of resultant emf induced in a short pitched coil to the resultant emf 

induced in a full pitched coil.  

Pitch factor,   Kc = cos
2

 
 
 

 

         where  = chording angle or short pitch angle. 

 

Breadth factor: 

It is defined as the ratio of the resultant emf with distributed winding to the resultant emf with 

concentrated winding.  

Distribution factor, Kd = 

sin
2

sin
2

m

m





 
 
 

 
 
 

 

where  m = slots per pole per phase 

  = slot angle.  

 

22. What are the advantages of using fractional pitch winding? or 

What is the necessity for short chording the armature winding of synchronous 

machines? 
 

Advantages of fractional pitch winding 

a. The length required for the end connections of coils is less i.e., inactive length of 

winding is less. So, less copper is required. Hence economical. 

b. Short pitching eliminates high frequency harmonics which distorts the sinusoidal 

nature of the emf. Hence the waveform of induced emf is more sinusoidal due to 

short pitching. 
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c. As high frequency harmonics get eliminated, eddy current & hysteresis losses which 

depend on frequency also get minimized. This increases efficiency.   

23. Calculate the distribution factor for 36 slots, 4 poles, single layer three phase winding. 

0 0
0

0

0

36
3

4 3

180 180
20

/ 36 / 4

3 20
sinsin

22
0.96

20
sin 3sin

2 2

d

slots
m

poles phase

slots pole

m

k

m







  
 

  

  
  

   
  

   
   
   

 

24.  Calculate the pitch factor for the under given winding: 36 stator slots, 4 poles, coil span 1 

to 8. 

0 0

0 0 0 0

0

(8 1)
coil span = 180 140

36 / 4

180 coil span 180 140 40

40
pitch factor k cos cos 0.94

2 2
p






 

    

  
    

   

 

25. Define single layer and double layer winding? 

(i) If a slot consists of only one coil side, winding is said to be single layer winding. 

(ii) If a slot consists of two coil sides, winding is said to be double layer winding. 

 

Fig.(a) Single layer winding          Fig.(b) Double layer winding 

 

26. What are the various function of damper winding provided with alternator? 

1. It is useful in preventing the hunting (momentary speed fluctuations) in generators and 

are needed synchronous motors to provide the starting torque. 

2. It is also tends to maintain balanced 3 phase voltage under unbalanced load conditions. 

 

27. Why an alternator with low value of short circuit ratio has lower limit of stability. 

An alternator with a low value of SCR (and thus high value of Xd) has a lower stability limit 

as the maximum power output of machine is inversely proportional to Xd. 
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